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When people must adhere to a dress code for their careers, many still want choices that allow them
to show their individuality. Although white nursing scrubs are available in more colors and prints
than ever before, white nursing scrubs have never gone out of style. Some hospitals, residential
treatment centers and healthcare facilities require white uniforms to make it easier to distinguish
nursing staff from orderlies and attendants or to project an image of sterility. White nursing scrubs or
"whites" contribute to a sterile environment by their design, while offering ncursing staff comfort as
they complete their many duties.

Although not always a required part of the uniform, white scrubs appeal to many healthcare
providers because of their clean, classic style. Since there are many more choices in cuts and
designs, scrub whites do not necessary mean a tedious, lackluster uniform. When viewing colors
from a psychological angle, white is an interesting choice of color because of the ideas, such as
purity and cleanliness that it conveys to others. Traditional nursing white scrubs continue to be a
popular choice for many in the healthcare fields.

In the past, there were only one type of Vneck scrub tops and one kind of drawstring scrub pants.
Over time, different styles have been created to allow for the function and comfort of traditional
scrubs, but with an eye toward style. White  nursing Scrubs  are often favored for their crisp, fresh
look, and because they come in many contemporary styles. Currently, two popular styles of womenâ€™s
scrub tops are tiebacks and tailored wraps. These styles, unlike tunics, Vnecks and scoop neck
tops, offer more flattering designs with a trendy, yet professional look. These tops are more
contoured to the body, while still allowing the range of motion that nurses need to perform their
duties. When offered in a fashionable style, many nurses favor scrub whites.

It is worth mentioning that, psychologically, white nursing scrubs represent many ideas to people.
Because it evokes cleanliness and freshness, it is a good choice for projecting a sterile and safe
environment. In addition, to those under the care of a nurse, white can represent newness and can
actually be a comforting force for people who are ill and hoping for a new start. For todayâ€™s
healthcare providers, white nursing scrubs offer style and function. Nurses and other healthcare
providers work long hours to provide care to those who need it, and white nursing scrubs offer these
dedicated professionals uniforms that are comfortable, fashionable and functional.
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